
 

Lead Your Team 
Move from expert to leader and be executive ready 



Program Overview 
How much time and energy do you waste on staff issues? 

Cindy Wigglesworth, founder of Deep Change, said,  “The capacity of the leader constrains 
the capacity of the organisation.” 

Leadership is both personal and public. Deeply so. Who we are and how we show up causes 
effects. Sometimes it’s a ripple in a pond, sometimes a deep and steady current, sometimes a 
tidal wave! 

Crafting and managing our leadership presence is as much an imperative as designing good 
strategy. After all, if we don't get heard, we don’t advance our cause. 

Presence: From Projection To Perception 
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Influence Engagement Style Perception by Others

90% Intuitive Revered

70% Considered Sought

50% Responsive Valued

30% Reactive Observed

10% Survival Ignored



Boundless Leadership 
Development Model 

A leader needs personal and professional capacities in each sphere of influence. The model 
transcends and includes each of its previous stages. If we lead an organisation, we need the 
capacities at previous stages to be successful. In the program we focus on developing 
Composure, amplified in context to leader’s current sphere of influence, with the option to also 
focus on capacities across each sphere. We need the fundamentals of Lead Your Self in any 
context. 
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The Team Leader’s Challenges and Opportunities 

Once promoted to leading a team, all hell may seem to break loose. Our time is no longer our 
own as we seem to be constantly reacting to the unexpected, complex, and ‘yucky’ people 
stuff. 

Our biggest concerns are: 

How do I balance getting my own work done with all these people interruptions? 
As a new team leader, we still have expectations to do our own work and deliver our own 
results. We are still working ‘on the tools’, as well as coordinating the other tool operators. 
Interruptions seem constant, meetings perpetual, and energy zilch. 

How do I fit more life and work into the same hours of the day? 
Often our promotion to team leader coincides with other significant adult life experiences: 
partner, family, hobbies. Extra responsibilities at work sometimes means extra time at work - to 
finish our own tasks, or deal with a staffing challenge, or meet with other team leaders to 
discuss the bigger picture issues. Suddenly time pressures and priorities clash and crash. 

How do I get heard and what do I have to say? 
Once we get moved into a leadership role all of a sudden we are expected to make strategic, 
important contributions to the larger firm. How do we know our ideas are valuable and worth 
sharing? How will anyone take us seriously with so little experience? And how to I hide that 
nagging feeling, ‘I have no idea what I am doing?’ 

How do I become leader worth following? 
None of us wants to be a dud leader. We want to do a good job - in our actual work with 
clients, and in our role as leader. 

The good news is that with a few key strategies, insightful frameworks, and a strong service 
mindset, we can become the leaders we would want to follow. 

An effective team leader can not only prevent staff issues from escalating, but can foster a high 
performing team culture that is both productive and satisfying for all.  

With Lead Your Team program,  
you can save at least two productive hours per team leader, per 

week, spent on avoidable personnel issues.  
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A team leader needs to know this key premise:  
People first, task second. 

We don’t get from Point A to Point B in spite of people; we get there because of them. 

Great results don’t happen without great people management. 

The difference between a GROUP and a TEAM is the work the team leader does with their 
people - not the plan. Once the people side of things is working smoothly, then the plan can 
be executed with much better results and commitment. 

The key elements the leader focuses on in dealing with people are like the sandwich filling 
between the sandwich ‘bread’ of Purpose and Results. (see diagram on next page) 

The three key ingredients: 

1. Structure 
2. Strengths 
3. Story 

Structure involves developing communication and engagement rituals with individuals and the 
team as a whole so that ideas can be shared, mistakes learned from, and successes celebrated. 
It’s also about building team identity, team trust, and team loyalty. 

Strengths is understanding the behaviour preferences of our team, the strengths and 
challenges of those preferences and how those unique preferences and talents blend together 
to create the team’s collective pace and priority. 

Story includes the skills and approach for effective performance management, delivery and 
reception of helpful feedback, and being able to have the crucial conversations when the 
stakes are high. This about appreciating each other’s perspective, or ‘story’, as well as building 
a common story. 

The Impact: 

When you create structure and leverage strengths you get ENGAGEMENT. 

When you leverage strengths and manage story, you get COLLABORATION. 

When you manage story and create structure, you get INNOVATION. 
These are the magical ingredients for a synergistic team, that operates with trust, honesty, and 
respect. 
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The Anatomy of a Synergistic Team 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Purpose: 
Why - - - How - - - What

STRUCTURE

STRENGTHS STORY

InnovationEngagement

Collaboration

Results:
When - - - Where - - - How Much

Trust 



Lead Your Team 

Move From Expert To Executive Leader 

The Game Plan  

We want to move individuals up the influence ladder so they are VALUED at least. 

What does the program involve 
 
6 month one-to-one private mentoring and training program 

Who is the program best suited to 

◆ Leaders who are focusing on being effective at an Executive level 
◆ New partners, principals, directors  
◆ Leaders who have mastered an area of expertise and need to work across areas of 

responsibility beyond their own area of expertise 
◆ Leaders new to team leadership roles who need to delegate better  
◆ Leaders who want to develop great team cohesion 

Outcomes 
Benefit to the Individual Leader  

◆ Enhanced awareness of interpersonal dynamics 
◆ Increased effectiveness in rapport, motivating, and supervising others 
◆ Reduced personal and team conflict 
◆ Enhanced team morale 
◆ Increased confidence in dealing with difficult employees and colleagues 
◆ Increased capacity for strategic thinking and solution finding in complex challenges 
◆ Effective executive engagement 

Benefit to the Leader's Organisation 
◆ Increased productivity 
◆ Reduced conflict between employees 
◆ Decreased drama and stress in interpersonal relationships 
◆ Increased efficiencies and productivity 
◆ Executive ready employee with strategic thinking capacity and strong interpersonal 

skills 
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The Program 

We’ll meet once per month, depending on our respective calendars, for 60 minutes or so each 
time with specific focus on key strategies pertaining to: 

1. Purpose 
2. Structure 
3. Strengths 
4. Story 
5. Results 

The focus during these sessions will be on contextual application of knowledge, feedback on 
experimentation in the workplace, and clarification of process and outcomes. 

To make the most of our time together, there will be brief resources to review before our 
meeting - webinars and short reports. It’s best if you come having read and watched these 
materials in order to make the most of our time together. 

Content 
Step 1: Purpose 
Executive Thinking Pathway - Mapping Against Integral Leadership Model  

This forms a framework for the leader’s own development, as well as their team members. 

In the coaching sessions, you will learn: 
• Where your leadership thinking currently sits on the integral leadership model 
• How to shift through the levels to better suit your leadership context and personal growth 

aspirations 
• Distinguish when and where leadership is appropriate as compared with management 

This component is supported with a training video on the Integral model and HBR article. You 
will undertake a Leadership Maturity Profile assessment to map your current stage. 

Step 2:  Structure 
How to build safe, robust, enthusiastic teams 

In the coaching sessions, you will learn: 
• Daily engagement habits 
• Implement acknowledgment and appreciation strategies 
• Build team identity and loyalty 
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• Design success celebration strategies 
• Create and evolve group lore. 

This component is supported with a Team Building Handbook. 

Step 3: Strengths 
People Reading, Powerful Communication, and Understanding Behaviour Preferences in DiSC  

This component includes a behaviour preference profile assessment report of the DiSC model, 
followed by  debrief coaching sessions. 

In the coaching sessions, you will learn: 
◆ Your own individual behaviour preferences with inherent weaknesses and strengths; 
◆ How to adapt your communication style to build better teams; 
◆ How to approach and encourage others to get the best and most productive results. 

This component is supported with a training video and workbook. 

In the training video you will learn: 
◆ How your personal worldview, and those of others, affects human interactions, and how 

to manage this in a positive, respectful, productive way; 
◆ How to read human behaviour preferences quickly and easily, and how to develop 

enhanced rapport based on this insight; 
◆ How to avoid conflict and approach behaviour preferences constructively and with 

compassion. 

Step 4: Story 
Executive Communication - Crucial conversations when the stakes are high 

How to maintain safety in the conversation, dealing with power games and drama, how to 
build and maintain rapport, structure and approach to difficult conversations 

Courageous conversations are the ones that need to be had - that sometimes make or break a 
relationship, business deal, or professional rapport. More importantly, by having the courage to 
have them, they restore inner peace and well-being, regardless of outcomes. 

This component includes coaching on the elements of a courageous conversation, along with 
additional resource material for ongoing reference. 
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In the coaching sessions you will: 
• Know when to have a courageous conversation and know when to let sleeping dogs lie; 
• Master inner dialogue to reduce the 'conversation before the conversation' that causes so 

much anxiety; 
• Understand and defuse their own 'hot' buttons or triggers; 
• Learn how to deliver effective, constructive feedback – and debunk the 'sandwich' 

methodology for giving feedback; 
• Get out of playing power games and into co-creative, constructive solution-making; 
• Learn how to maintain safety in a conversation; 
• Learn how to let go of judgment; 
• Have a process to prepare for and undertake courageous conversations that build 

relationships instead of destroying them. 

This component is supported by a workbook and the book, “Fierce Conversations” by Susan 
Scott. 

Step 5: Results
Facilitating Strategic Conversations 

“Meetings are where minutes are taken and hours wasted.” Don't let this be you! Effectively 
run meetings are productive, outcome-oriented, and strategic. 

In the coaching sessions you will: 
• Learn how to give and receive effective feedback 
• Clarify how to set expectations 
• Learn how to delegate effectively. 
• Know fundamentals of good meeting structure and facilitation 
• Know how to keep the energy engaged and focused throughout a meeting 
• Be able to establish and maintain effective ground rules 
• How to deal with difference of opinions 
• Be able to look at complex leadership challenges from a post-conventional, systems thinking 

perspective, allowing for more robust decision-making and planning 
• Ask powerful leadership questions that extend thinking and perspective. 

 This component is supported with a workbook. 
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Bonus # 1 
Debrief Notes and Personalised Support Materials After Each Coaching Session  
These notes will allow you to continue to reflect on the insights and strategies from the 
coaching session. 

• Additional resources, articles, and reference material may be provided as relevant to deepen 
your awareness and assist your development as a reflective practitioner.  

• You'll have an easy reference to discussions and action plan through the debrief notes 
The notes capture the essence of coaching discussions into actionable, easy to reference 
summary points.  

Bonus #2  
Coaching On Demand - Email support between meetings  
Issues don't arise according to a timetable. Support is available via email at any time to clarify 
concerns, answer questions, or provide additional resources as required and relevant. This is 
your personal sounding board on demand for those tricky issues that require an outside, non-
judgmental, independent perspective.  

Bonus # 3  
Foundations 
Full Self Mastery Resources and Assessments: 
1. Life wheel 
2. Hero’s Journey Map 
3. Values Journey 
4. 90 Day Goal Sheet 
5. Five Mountains Checklist 
6. Clean Sweep 
7. Tolerations Buster 
8. Intentional Declutter 
9. Journal Reflection Exercises 
10. Composure Checklist 
 
Bonus # 4  
Personal Journal 
to encourage and record reflection, achievements, insights, goals, and development 



  

Summary of the Program Content and Delivery  

BONUSES  

#1 - Debrief notes and personalised support materials  

#2 - Coaching on demand – email support  

#3 - Foundations booklet  

# 4 - Personal Journal  

FOCUS DELIVERY

Step 1:  
Purpose 

Handouts: Harvard Business Review article on the 7 
Dimensions of Leadership 
Inner Compass Quest mapping 
Training video 
Leadership Maturity Profile Assessment 

2 x 60 minute coaching and training sessions 

Step 2:  
Structure

Handouts: The Team Building Handbook 

2 x 60 minute coaching and review 

Step 3:  
Strengths 

Handouts: DiSC assessment and report, workbook 
Training video 

2 x 60 Minute coaching and training 

Step 4:  
Story 

Handouts: Workbook, and book, “Fierce Conversations” 

2 x 60 minute coaching and training 

Step 5:  
Results  

Handouts: Workbook on strategic thinking 
 
2 x 60 minute coaching and training  
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Investment 

$9500 plus GST for private, one-to-one mentoring and training 

OR $3000 + GST deposit and 6 payments of $1085+ GST. 

My Absolute Faith and Confidence In The Results Guarantee:  

If you have had absolutely no results - no shift in self-confidence or self-belief, no insights of 
value that will help your self-worth, relationships or professional effectiveness - after two 
coaching sessions, and you declare there have been no results within a week of that second 
session, I will refund your entire investment, minus the non-refundable deposit, on the spot out 
of my own pocket. You can keep all the learning materials as well. That's how much I value this 
program and its results.  

Cancellation Policy:  

You can cancel at any time and I will refund you the unused portion of the program. There are 5 
main steps, and any step not completed will be refunded to you immediately.  

I look forward to sharing your development, growth, and success. Sincerely,  

Zoë Routh  

Director 
Inner Compass Australia Pty Ltd 
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Recommendations...  
WHAT PEOPLE SAY   

“Zoë personifies what she teaches. She is authentic, courageous and 
wise. And she is on a mission to help leaders lead in the moment, 
and be the best they can be. This makes her not only one of 

Australia’s leading leadership thinkers and authors, but also 
enables her to make a profound difference with her clients. 
Definitely not for the faint hearted, but if you want to be the 
best leader you can be, and are willing to be real to get there, 
there is no-one better to have in your corner than Zoë. 

-Peter Cook, CEO Thought Leaders Global 

 

"Zoë is very perceptive in analysing clients’ needs and uses a 
variety of different tools and strategies to customise her 

delivery, thus providing bespoke and fit for purpose programs. 
Zoë also has that unique ability to instigate critical change of 
thought patterns within a business or organisation. Zoë draws 
from internal change she has taken on from her own life 

challenges, so she leads by personal example. Her holistic 
approach assists to make Zoë’s coaching and training genuine 

and inherently valuable, leaving an indelible mark on her clients." 

- Alex Ogg, Operations Manager, Western Australia Fishing Industry Council 
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“Zoë is an amazing judge of people without 'judging' them. She 
understands what makes people tick and asks the right questions at the 
right times in a non confronting way. Zoë herself is enormously genuine. 
It's also helpful to us that she is independent of our internal dynamics and 
brings a freshness of view point.” 

-Andrew Spencer, CEO, Australian Pork Limited 

 

"I have worked with Zoë first at the TRAILblazers course at the Australian 
Rural Leadership Foundation and then as a coach. I have found both her 
coaching and resources, which have a whole of person approach, 
extremely helpful.” 
  

- Professor Andy Vann, Vice Chancellor, Charles Sturt University 

 

"Zoë has been coaching me for a couple of years now, guiding me as I 
step in an international thought leadership role. I absolutely love every 

coaching session I have with Zoë. She's intuitive, she really gets to the 
core of any obstacles I'm facing in my leadership growth, and she 
provides such brilliant tools for dealing with those obstacles. There's 
no doubt that her coaching really has helped me find and strengthen 
my own inner compass."  

-Stacey Barr, Founder, Stacey Barr Pty Ltd Clients 
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Clients 
These include, amongst others: 

ACT Department of Environment 
Ag Force Queensland 
Alpine Valley Community Leadership Program 
Australian National Audit Office 
Australian Indigenous Leadership Centre 
Australian Rural Leadership Foundation 
Australian Pork Limited 
Australian Public Service Commission 
Australian Tax Office 
CARE 
Charles Sturt University 
Cotton Research and Development Corporation 
Dairy Australia 
Dialog Information Technology 
Department of Immigration and Border Protection 
DPR Accountants and Advisers 
Farrar Gesini Dunn Lawyers 
Grains Research and Development Corporation 
Lifeline 
Menslink 
National Association of Women In Construction 
Reef Ecologic 
Rotary 
Sugar Research Australia 
Sydney Fish Market 
Tradies ACT 
University of Canberra 
Women Lawyers Association ACT 
Western Australia Fishing Industries Council 
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About Zoë Routh 

I have worked with individuals 
and groups since 1987. I have 
developed and facilitated 
national leadership development 
programs for industries like wine, 
rice, and mining and community. 
My leadership programs have 
also included a leadership study 
tour in India. I have coached 
senior leaders in all sectors 
including education - Vice 
Chancellor of one of Australia’s 

leading universities, leaders in rural research and development, forestry, transport, 
insurance, and SES level public service. 

I am an experienced leader myself, having recruited, led, and managed a team of 
canoe tripping professionals in Canada, was Staff and Training Director at Outward 
Bound Australia with a team of 12 while also sitting on the Executive Team, and 
managed the program team at the Australian Rural Leadership Foundation. My past 
industry leadership roles include board member of a local Training Advisory Board, 
Chair of the Outdoor Council of Australia, and President of the Chamber of Women in 
Business. 

I am the author of “Composure - How centered leaders make the biggest impact”, and 
“Moments - Leadership when it matters most”. 

I am passionate about helping people be the best version of themselves and am 
committed to my purpose, of ‘better leaders, better world’. 

M: 0416 177 073  
 P: +61 6162 0554 
E: zoe@innercompass.com.au  

PO Box 5194 Lyneham  
ACT 2602 AUSTRALIA  

www.zoerouth.com
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